
PRINCESS BRIDE REVIEW

"The Princess Bride" begins as a story that a grandfather is reading out of a book. But already the movie has a spin on
it, because the.

As I sat there watching, I could always hear somebody, if not more than one person, at least whispering along
with the movie under his or her breath. Humperdinck's motives, however, are not pure. Both films are funny
not only because they contain comedy, but because Reiner does justice to the underlying form of his story.
While I remember the movie as being enjoyable, I did not have anywhere near as strong a liking or
appreciation for it as I do now. Andre the Giant represents the mighty Fezzik as a lovable brute, and Wallace
Shawn is hilarious as the egotistic Vizzini, whose end is inconceivable. There is little, if anything, in The
Princess Bride that doesn't work. That said, the third act is utterly satisfying, and it proves that The Princess
Bride is a very solid film that even its flaws can't be easily noticed or take away anything from watching it.
And of course, Wallace Shawn is endlessly amusing to watch as the diminutive, perpetually exasperated
Vezzini. Photograph: Ronald Grant Archive After 30 years, the wit, fun, charm and idealism are fresher than
ever. For example, you can't go in to your boss looking for a raise and state, "My name is Inigo Montoya. It's
not your fault, and you're not going to die. Vizzini, Fezzik, and Inigo kidnap Buttercup one day when she's out
riding. With the possible exception of Mr. Nevertheless, there's no doubting that nearly every movie-going
American is familiar with those three short sentences. At the instance of The Princess Bride's most satisfying
emotional climax it has something to do with Inigo , the applause accorded the moment is heartfelt and
genuine. Cary Elwes not only easily looks the part of a daring, ingenious hero, but as an actor, he has an
incredible gift for a subtle mixture of drama and comedy, one that easily coincides with the film's sensibilities.
For someone who watches this film for the first time, and quickly catches on to the film's capricious mix of
reverence and satire, the film is a marvel to watch simply for the knowledge that you do not know what will
come next. This film is rated PG. The answer: any of them will do, as the film has a delectable variety of all of
them. There were pre-teens, teens, people in their twenties, thirties, and some that looked well past forty. Once
she is in his custody, he reveals himself to be Westley. Reiner; released by the 20th Century-Fox Film
Corporation.


